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A ‘Green Parade’ at Douglas carnival by Cat Turner

REMINDER…..

Remember — we
also collect your
old spectacles at
the Green Centre,
and send them off
to
Vision-Aid,
where
t h e y’ r e
refurbished
and
used to help people
in
d e v e lo pi n g
countries.
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Saturday 19th July marked the revival of Douglas’ much-missed Carnival, and despite dire
predictions over the weather it was great fun. The Green centre—combining the forces of
Zero Waste Mann, the Manx Energy Advice Centre, and IoM Friends of the Earth, entered
a walking/cycling ‘float’ and got lots of attention, mostly by virtue of the giant bee
(Margaret Kneen, encouraging people to remember bee-friendly planting in their gardens
and window-boxes) and an amazing cycling dog (Falk Horning, spreading the message
about picking up your pet’s doggy-doo).
Equally impressive was MHK Chris Thomas, showing his
enthusiasm for renewable energy by walking the length of
the ‘prom draped in seaweed, to remind people that we
have plenty of the beach-cast stuff to spare—and that it
would make an ideal component for biogas production,
which scientists from Durham University are keen to trial
on the island. Here’s Muriel, getting him ‘dressed’. Let’s
hope the good folks at the MUA are paying attention….
All in all, Muriel, George, Andrew, Phil, Ian, Falk, Margaret,
Cat and (honorary member for the parade, fresh from the
Douglas Culture Quarter launch) Thurston made a lively
spectacle - and we managed to snag former Co-ordinator
Liz Kelly towards the end, too. We followed the LGBT
float so the music was very danceable, too. Spreading the
‘green’ word can be excellent fun—join us next year!
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The Co-Op’s Food Waste Policies by Andrew Jessopp

People who
attended
Tristram
Stuart’s talk
earlier this
year on food
waste will
recall the
shocking tales
of farmers
having to
leave crops
rotting in the
field if they
didn’t meet
supermarkets’
‘standards’.

Zero Waste Mann’s Andrew Jessopp recently wrote to the CoOperative Society, to
ask them what they were doing about food waste at the supplier end of the process. Here ’s what the told him:
The “Potato Value Chain” project
This project is a farm to fork assessment of the potential to reduce waste and improve resource efficiency in the potato value chain. Detailed data on resource inputs and losses across the value chain was compiled internally by the Co-operative
Food and Farms, with support from WRAP. [the food waste campaigning group]
These have been translated into financial costs at each stage and sub-stage (e.g.
grading, storage, washing, sorting etc.), to demonstrate the financial case for intervention, and to inform the cost/benefit of taking action to reduce losses and optimise inputs. A number of potential solutions to mitigate losses were identified and
an action plan to trial prioritised solutions implemented. The findings of this project
will be reported later this year.
Whole Crop Purchasing

The measures
the Co-Op
describes seem
to go some way
to mitigating
these
problems….

The Co-operative Food has been utilising “whole crop purchasing”. This involves
retailers buying an entire crop from producers, and then incorporating belowsellable quality food (i.e. European quality class <III) to other parts of their supply
chain that have less stringent aesthetic requirements. For example, an entire onion
crop may be purchased and then 80% deemed suitable for direct produce sales
while the remaining 20% is graded as a suitable food grade product. This 20% can
be used in other products such as pies, pizzas, soups and sauces.
The benefits to this approach include:
·

An effective Whole Crop Purchasing policy can make use of up to 20% more
of the crop[

·

Crop security in the supply chain reduces price shocks.

·

Produce goes through grading faster and can therefore have a longer shelflife, reducing retail waste.

·

Reduced distribution waste as market decisions are made faster.

·

Consistent availability of products.
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Solar Roadways by MEAC’s George Fincher
This is a brilliant idea. It solves many problems at the same time. The basic concept is to replace tarmac
roads (or car parks, or playgrounds, or house drives etc) with robust solar panels. Not the thin panels
fitted to a house roof that are hardly strong enough to walk on, but thick solid panels capable of
supporting a 40-ton lorry. By laying these in a regular pattern a road can be formed and the panels can
be interconnected to allow the generated energy to be fed to a mains grid connection.
Now instead of having a plain old solar panel, suppose you add a few extra features. Roads need white
lines (and green strips if it’s the Peel road in Douglas). So—add some LEDs (light emitting diodes –
similar to the latest type of room lighting device). Now you could light up the road’s white lines, and if
the LEDs are coloured, the green cycleway can even be formed – and all without using any paint at all.
What if it snows? Surely the panels will no longer generate power— and you need to get the gritter out
to clear the road, house drive or whatever….. Well, fit a heater pad to the solar roadway panels to melt
the snow, then the gritting lorry driver can stay in bed instead of having to go out at 3 in the morning to
clear the road for everyone to be able to get to work. Good result for all, including the Highway Board!
If the panel were to have a pressure sensor added then it would be possible to warn of traffic jams or
stray wallabies on the roads around the Wild Life Park. That could give enough early warning to stop a
collision with stray animals, or reduce the risk of worsening the traffic jam. It might event be able to
reduce the number of squished hedgehogs on the roads – and that has to be a good thing.
Just bought your new electric car.? Well you could charge it via a solar road. Trials are even in place
now to transfer the power ‘wirelessly’ as you drive, making longer distance electric vehicles a real
possibility.
The solar roadway is no longer made of tarmac so there’s less likelihood of its flooding due to blocked
drains. Better yet, the panels can be made of recycled glass, so that ticks another box.
But what if a panel in the middle of the road goes faulty,? That’s a bummer…. Well, as the panels are a
modular design, you could remove the faulty panel and refit a replacement working panel pretty easily.
Furthermore as the panels are quite clever now, with all these various functions, it means they would
typically be controlled by a microprocessor (like the chip that controls your computer). So the panels
can ‘talk’ to each other and if one goes faulty the others can tell the DOT that the panel needs fixing; all
done automatically.
This might all sound a bit futuristic but it is actually in development right now. There is even a crowd
funding entry on Indigo to help develop the product into a productionised device.
For more information see http://www.solarroadways.com
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A New Slant On “The Green Party” by Sarah Calverley

Chester Street Complex
Chester Street
Douglas
IM1 2PG
(Opposite Iceland/Shoprite store)

Phone: 01624 666029
Email:
greencentre@manx.net
Opening Hours (Weds and
Sat Only)
10.00am - 2.00pm
(generally open on Sat until
4.00pm and sometimes even
later)

We’re on the Web
www.zerowastemann.org
www.manxenergyadvicecen
tre.org
www.foe.org.im

You can’t help but notice people on the Island like a theme, a fancy dress party.
So with a garden party or a summer pub crawl, make the theme green.
Across in England some towns celebrate the coming of Spring with the Green
Man, and have festivals where people paint their faces green, dance around the
streets waving branches and celebrating the Green Man. It is very good for local
businesses, pubs, cafes and restaurants as well as fun. This goes back to pagan
times when people would see the face of the green man appearing in bushes and
trees, as their imaginations interpreted the shapes of leaves into familiar facial
expressions. Last month saw the longest day and summer is now underway, the
green is everywhere, and why not theme your garden party a green theme.
Green theme can extend beyond just the dress code, to all aspects of the event::
· The mode of transport - cycle or walk or use public transport rather than
drive.

· The food - bring home made or organic wine and beers without having to abstain to avoid drinking and driving
· You could go a step further and ban junk food, making party food from
scratch—and is it too radical to impose a ban on your guests bringing any food or
drink in cellophane wrappers or plastic containers?

Next Newsletter
due October
2014—please let us
know if you’ve any
feedback on this one
at
greencentre@manx.
net!

·

·

Ask

guests

to

compost

any

left

overs

or

paper

wrappings.

Rather than amplified music, let people strum a guitar for themselves.

Not only will a green theme enable people to stretch their imaginations and consider how they can work with as opposed to against the environment, but it will
save you money—and you may also find it saves you a lot of time and stress as
you won’t have to plan for all the consumer durables you would otherwise need
for your entertaining.
On the subject of party food:, if you have a bonfire ,you can put some potatoes in
silver foil in early on; and of course provide marshmallows on skewers for later
on. Think, too, about the possibilities for natural drinks—home-made or shopbought cordials, juices, Manx tap water, milk shakes, beer, cider, wine—the list is
endless!

